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Successfully fighting for a government measure improving the lives of tens of
thousands of people looking after their sick relatives at home. Humanely getting
rid of stray dogs terrorizing a housing estate. Demolition of a derelict building,
and finding a solution to the housing problem of its inhabitants. Making the metro barrier free, stopping evictions, and saving plenty of trees. It is impossible to enumerate what can be achieved through grassroots initiatives that work
using community organizing methods. Indeed, on can hardly assess all that our
communities have achieved during a one-year program supported by the Open
Society Initiative for Europe (OSIFE), but we will nevertheless give it a try in the
form of this publication. And, of course, the above examples are all outcomes of
our extremely fruitful 2017-18 program year.
Besides our issues won, we also present our struggles, minor and major achievements, or even failures, to demonstrate that there is no greater power - or
should we say willpower - than that those directly affected by an issue can exhibit. Given the necessary financial and professional support, they can achieve
almost anything.
Our communities presented, their efforts and successes can be inspirational for
anyone who feels they are part of a minority or are members or supporters of
vulnerable groups, but also for those simply wanting to make their closer/broader environment more livable.
We do not aim to present the depths of our community organizing approach or
the uniqueness and complexity of our methods, but to prove that community
action and advocacy can be powerful and successful even against the greatest
of headwinds.
Civil College Foundation Staff
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INTERVIEW WITH MÓNIKA BÁLINT, MENTOR OF THE FOLLOWING GROUPS:
‘MAKE A MOVE FOR LOSI’, ‘MOVE SO THEY CAN MAKE A MOVE’, PILIS CITIZEN
GROUP, LIVING GYÁL, AND SZEGED LGBTQ COMMUNITY GROUP

Female Organizers,
Common Issues
– In the 2017-18 OSF Community Organizer Program, you mentored five women - how did the objectives they represented become women’s issues? Is it
just a feature of society that community
causes are mostly pursued by women?
– In Hungary, you have a much higher
percentage of women working in the social help professions, or as teachers, so
in community-related functions, which
is partly related to livelihood questions.
That said, the fact that many of our female community organizers are single
disproves the assumption that behind
every female community organizer there
is a man with a good salary. It seems that
in Hungary the special way of communication underlying community organizing
is more specific to women, similarly to
displaying empathy, paying attention to
community dynamics and interactions,
and motivating others. Being good at
these skills is an important requirement
for the work done by most of the com6

munity organizers we work with - and not
only the female ones.
– A huge challenge for a mentor, and
also an integral part of their work, is the
fact that the persons they mentor are
stakeholders who often are struggling
with problems themselves. How special
are these relationships? Is it possible
to keep the kind of distance that social
help professions require?
– Community organizing is an emerging
profession, and so is the related mentoring to support it. If we operated with
a more considerable past experience, a
larger budget, and an established institutional infrastructure, it would certainly
be possible to separate roles in order to
provide supervision, mental support, and
also professional mentoring of a more
technical nature. These things now absolutely overlap. In my case, this is generally very close to my natural way of functioning, since as a community organizer

ABOUT
Mónika Bálint is a community
organizer, trainer and mentor
who currently works for CCF as a
national organizer. She graduated
in sociology and has worked in civil
society organizations since 2001.
She has been active in the area
community work and opportunities
for social participation since 2007.
She has gained her experience
as a community organizer in the
Hungarian Anti-Poverty Network.
Between 2014 and 2017 she worked
as the community organizer for the
Workfare Movement for the Future
group.

I used to work with a very problematic
group for three years: in the workfare
workers’ movement I worked
with people who had particularly problematic livelihoods and were in
very bad psychic and
physical conditions.
I have learnt a lot
about what we can
expect from people
in difficult circumstances - for example, to what extent a
homeless person can
plan for a week in advance. I have also gained
experience as to what falls outside a natural way of functioning, and
when to seek external help.
– What have you learnt from the past
program year?
– At the beginning, I expected a much
higher level of consistency from myself,
for example in the area of calling people
to account, but as I became more aware
of the situation of our community organizers, I had to realize that those expectations were not viable. Another experience was that the literature of community
organizing contains a lot of clues to help
you achieve results when organizing is
not really successful. It could have repercussions that can help a group (given
it does not fall apart) hold on to a critical
point in its lifetime. I had this experience
in many different places - how a group
can get stronger again and revive itself,
and what progress they can make and
what sort of successes they can achieve
in 6 months, starting from scratch.

– Based on your experiences from the
past year, do you think the work
of community organizers
and community leaders
should become more
visible as an example, or should we
just let them do
their job?
– The fact that in
April our situation
turned even worse
than before in a political sense was a disappointment to process.
Many people became even
more cocooned from the world, are even
more afraid, and because of that I would
be very cautious as to when and how we
talk about organizers, the method, and
the way we work. At the same time, in order for more people to be active, it has to
be shown that there are people who act
on their issues, and the issues themselves have to be presented too - the media
is an essential part of exercising pressure on decision-makers. Hungarian society has little experience of how people
can achieve their goals in a community,
how they can organize themselves and
achieve things, even in such a terrible
headwind that we are facing today.
A long-term investment is when we talk
about how people can represent themselves, because this does not have sufficient history, not even on the level of political parties. All the parties have saved
themselves the hassle of organizing into
a movement and building a base. And
the majority of civil organizations are no

different. We started community organizing itself because, by 2010, a lot of
organizations had adopted to project-toproject functioning, building their operation on grants, instead of communities.
In addition to these things, it is important to present the struggles because at
the local level you cannot just lie to people’s face, saying that those who rightful�ly demand functional public lighting, for
example, serve foreign interests. If we
present concrete issues, actors, and not
a general method or a way organization,
then it is much more difficult to mislead
people.
– As a national organizer, will your task
for the coming program year be connecting these communities, thus making their issues more visible?
– One task is to connect, on the grassroots level, those who have been working
under the aegis of the Civil College – also
for a very selfish reason: to have them
obtain a ‘Civil College identity’. Many
consider us merely as funders, and they
do not have a sense of belonging to the
organization. I try to make every community organizer feel that they are a ‘Civil
College community organizer’ who has
their own delegating community of course. In addition to the quarterly meetings,
there will be other occasions for them to
exchange experiences, and I’d like to get
them to pay mutual visits to each other
and launch joint campaigns. This makes
them visible in a way whereby instead of
the group having to build up action on
an issue and bring it to the national level
from the local one, there is a framework
in which everyone reaches their goals at
the local level.

SZEGED LGBTQ COMMUNITY GROUP

THE COMMUNITY:

Szeged LGBTQ Community Group

They Are Pushing
the Boundaries
The group has been operating based on
the community organizing method since
2015. In 2017, they started the year with
the goal of dealing with issues that allow
for national expansion.
Outside Budapest, sexual and gender minorities are absent from equal opportunity programs in all other local communities around the country. The group’s
primary objective was to make this minority group be part of local equal opportunities programs, and thereby induce similar processes in other rural communities.
In addition, they wanted to carry on with
their ‘Safe Zone’ campaign which catering
establishments, service providers and
institutions can join by putting out a rainbow-colored sticker labeled ‘Safe Zone’.

The campaign was first organized by the
group in 2016, with about a dozen major
catering establishments around Szeged
involved. This campaign is important because hundreds of personal interviews
and anonymous questionnaire responses
have highlighted the fact that catering
establishments are unsafe for LMBTQ
people, or at least those affected feel so.
The aim of the campaign was to make this
problem a part of public discourse and,
at the same time, show that Szeged is basically a safe city. As early as during the
first year, establishments outside Szeged
also joined the action, so the group had
plans to put more effort into disseminating the campaign around the country.

THE COMMUNITY ORGANIZER:

ISSUES WON
The Equal Treatment Authority ruled
that the group had been banned from
the community spaces of the New
Generation Center in an unlawful
manner; the protection of gender
minorities has been included in the
local equality program of the City of
Szeged.

THE MENTOR SAID:
‘The lives of the members of LGBTQ groups are surrounded by a lot of fear,
so advocacy work is usually done in smaller steps, and there are obstacles
that cannot be ignored. You just can’t, you just shouldn’t, push the group
into certain situations. Anna has been pushing the boundaries in a smart
way. At the same time, the group has set up a secure framework and clear
operating rules.’
8

Anna Kiss

She started working as a community organizer in 2015, having joined the group
two years earlier as a volunteer. She has
always been in interested in social issues,
has graduated from high school as a student of social sciences, and during her
university studies she worked with a number of disadvantaged groups (homeless
people, people who use drugs, elderly
people, etc.) as a volunteer in various organizations. She joined the local LGBTQ
organization because of her own sexual
orientation, but not only because of that.
She saw the work of the group as stopgap, and has stayed in the group so long
because that is where she feels she is needed most.

‘At the beginning, I considered the
group primarily as a secure medium
that strengthened my own identity.
Today, I see it as a basic means of
enforcing our common interests.’
Anna

A group typically consisting of young people - nonetheless a very diverse one - has
emerged: on the one hand, minorities within the LGBTQ community (transgender,
queer, intersex, non-binary, asexual, polyamorous members) have appeared. On the
other hand, the group has demonstrated considerable diversity regarding the mentality, age, background, religion and political affiliation of members. In addition, they
have been showing increasing solidarity with other oppressed social groups.
It is difficult to get into the core of the group, and the road to membership leads
through strictly defined levels. That said, all group meetings are public, with a lot of
opportunities to join.
Many people have been involved in lobbying for a local equal opportunities program that would be acceptable for the community (in addition to a high number of
members, other CSOs, companies, politicians and even churches participated). The
organization informed the community about every step in the advocacy process.
The group’s communication has developed considerably: an increasing number
of members now give interviews to newspapers and radio and TV stations, which is
crucial for making the problems of the community visible.

The group at the pride March.

Rainbow Week 2018.

‘Community organizing is something
through which you can create participatory democracy. This is not so
bad in a country where democracy
has lost almost everything except for
its institutions and externalities. I
would like the method of community
organizing to spread within the LMBTQ community, both in the countryside and in Budapest, so that people
living in oppression may experience
that they can build strong organizations themselves, can effectively
represent their interests, and thus
change their fate.’
Anna

THE PROGRAM YEAR
By the end of 2018 the number of cities
where catering establishments and community spaces joined the ‘Safe Zone’ sticker campaign had grown to five (Szeged,
Budapest, Pécs, Győr and Gyula). The campaign was started by the group in Szeged
in 2016, and in 2018 the number of new
members was growing sharply, mainly
due to the involvement of Budapest Pride
and Pemel in Pécs.
A further result is that the group successfully represented itself before the Equal
Treatment Authority. In the summer of
2018 the authority ruled that the association had been banned from the community spaces of the New Generation Center
in an unlawful manner. The ruling was widely reported on in the media.
One of the most important results in the
group’s history is that through thorough
preparation and sustained advocacy work
it has achieved that in the framework of
the local Equal Opportunities Program the
city of Szeged has agreed to take on four
equal opportunities measures for the next
five years. Nine months before the new
Equal Opportunities Program was adopted, the group began collecting signatures on a poster which they photographed
their supporters with in order to visually
communicate that many people support
their cause.
10

Based on the results achieved we can assume that through the Equal Opportunities Program systematic changes can be
expected in the city regarding the acceptance of LGBTQ people.
In contrast with earlier years, it is a sign
of significant political awareness that before the 2018 parliamentary elections
the group evaluated the party programs
(viewed by 8,500 people on Facebook)
from an LGBTQ perspective, and interviewed the candidates in the Szeged
constituencies in writing through a questionnaire about their plans in relation to
LGBTQ people.
The members of the group made contact
with elected members and decision-makers on many occasions during the year.

‘Local Equal Opportunities
Program’ montage.

LIVING GYÁL, LIVING MEMORIAL

THE COMMUNITIES:

Living Monument, Living Gyál

Lighting the Details
Living Gyál was established to implement
the Living Memorial project on the local
level. The group, however, was more active in connection with local issues, and
found the common values along which
they could form into a real community
during their work (actions, presence,
confrontation, etc.) to pursue local objectives.
Living Gyál’s grant period started with
working on two local issues selected. Insufficient public lighting and the condition of the pavements had been identified
as problems by 300 local residents during
a poll conducted by the group. As the local community was affected by the scandalous led lighting project of Elios Ltd.,
they on the one hand wanted to achieve in the spirit of transparent self-governance - the disclosure of the related contract
and its annexes. On the other hand, they
wanted to build some kind of cooperation
with the residents of other affected local
communities.
12

With regards to Living Memorial, the task
was to structure and expand the group,
and to develop new forms of action that
would allow for greater citizen engagement. The group was also preparing for
the erection of the Gulag Memorial on
Szabadság Square, but the government
eventually postponed the project and
changed the statue’s planned location.

ACHIEVEMENTS
Partial replacement of luminaires;
promise to repair pavement.

THE MENTOR SAID,
‘Here, a problem-solving group has become a real
community. Since strong leaders have been working
in the group, social issues and issues related to memorial politics (to address which the group was originally formed) made their way back to their agenda.
Norms have been formulated within the group that
go beyond local issues.’

THE COMMUNITY ORGANIZER:

Andrea Homoki

Living Monument was established four years ago as a way of protest against the
memorial on Szabadság Square. Their main focus is memorial politics: during their
actions and event series, they ‘make use of’ personal family stories that facilitate the
processing and understanding of various traumas. Their discussions can be seen as
a kind of free university, with diverse opinions emerging in diverse areas. Thus, they
develop the culture of debate and increase empathy.
The Living Gyál group focuses on resolving local problematic issues, while its
members are also active in a number of other national-level issues of public importance. The group was brought together by their first common issue and action, and
in one year’s time the number of members tripled, with several committed community leaders getting involved.

She is a genuine activist. Her work done
for the Living Memorial community has
brought a turning point in her life and
made her committed to civil society issues. Through her work for Living Memorial she gained practice in street activism, engaging people, organizing a
community, developing a sustainable operational framework, and fundraising-based self-sustenance. In recent years, she
has attended several CCF and other civil
society training courses, and Living Gyál
was founded on her initiative.

“I was becoming more and more committed to citizen activism and less and less
able to concentrate on my bookkeeping job, so I decided to give up my former
stable and well-paid job as an accountant, and (supported by my family) I jumped
into the nothing. Then, in the summer of 2016 I won a 20-hour community organizer scholarship provided by CCF and the Hungarian Environmental Partnership
Foundation. What does this community mean to me? Almost everything! For
example, what kind of systematic and thorough building work you have to perform
in order to make progress; or how to reconcile effectiveness and a sense of ‘We
feel good’ in a group of citizens working on a voluntary basis. This community has
surpassed my initial expectations.”
Andrea

The group has brought light to Gyál.

discussions were started in public places
around Gyál, with local issues in focus.
The group also won a number of smaller
issues (filling up a playground sandbox,
relocation of a public information board,
and installation of trash bins). The team
has been inspired by the success of their donation calls (collecting school textbooks, collecting money for special clothes
for sick children, Food Commando, which helps those in need through the Gyál
Family Point Association, etc.)
During this period, Living Memorial held
a very successful two-month series titled Piled Up Past with an open letter, film
screenings, a bus trip and a couple of good
discussions, which primarily focused on

Living Gyál in action.

THE PROGRAM YEAR
Regarding public lighting, the two on-spot
light measurements in the areas in question meant an important milestone, with
several major media sources reporting
on them. The group garnered even more
attention when they engaged in coloring
pavements together with the Hungarian
Two-Tailed Dog Party (MKKP). The light
measurements justified the group’s assumptions, and the records were handed
out to local elected members during the
year-end public hearing.
Another successful action - a joint evening
stroll with the mayor - resulted in the latter admitting that there are indeed dark
intersections in town, and then asking the
group to compile a list of them so that they
could allocate funds in next year’s budget
to remedy the problem. Regarding public
lighting, the group made use of a number
of tools and actions. For example, they
filed freedom of information requests,
made announcements, and messaged decision-makers on sheets. The community
communicated every step to its growing
circle of sympathizers on Facebook.
The group managed to make progress
regarding the other important issue, the
issue of pavements, as well. They organized several actions in public places in the
14

the traumas of the post-1945 period.
Living Memorial celebrated their fourth
anniversary in March 2018, which coincided with the election period. The group
organized a major event on Szabadság
Square, where a political commemoration
(with László Majtényi) and a cultural reading event (with György Spiró, Lajos Parti
Nagy and Pál Závada) took place. Later on
in the evening a Living Election Forum was
held where the electoral candidates from
Budapest’s 1st Constituency were invited.
There were a lot of participants: over 100
people turned up. The group feels that this
was one of the factors that eventually led
to a coordinated submission of parliamentary candidates from the constituency.

Anniversary of Eleven Memorial.

past period: coloring pavements, coloring
gravel, Pavement Commando (cold concrete casting with a logo and caption). As a
result, the mayor promised (in an article)
that they would devise a pavement building plan and apply for funds, and from
autumn 2018 residents’ forums would be
held in connection with the issue.
The group actively prepared for the elections: they provided information on fake
parties, held a forum, etc. Following the
example of Living Memorial, moderated

Charity is their passion.

‘There is no miracle weapon without
meticulous, systematic and consistent work. One by one, you have to
take new people by the hand, because
without being able to build a new
base from new people, civil society
will be weak. This is the basis on which a community can strengthen itself
in a sustainable way. If a small local
community is able to get stronger
and involve many active members,
then it will be able to see beyond
the bounds of the locality and join a
national movement.’
Andrea

MAKE A MOVE FOR LOSI! – THE SCHOOL OF PUBLIC LIFE

Hacking the System
Angéla Badzsó, a proud 8th District resident, set herself the goal of organizing
people in the parents’ board of her children’s school, Losonczi Elementary School,
with support from the School of Public
Life.
One of the main goals for the program
year was to redefine what it means to be
active in a school, what a self-organizing
parents’ group can achieve in this hierarchical system in which a parents’ board
traditionally has an intermediary function only. Furthermore, she wanted to
do all this in a school where most of the
children live in severely disadvantaged
families, and therefore the school has a
role of retaining and supporting children
and parents.
The community organizer also wanted
to reach some of her original goals. Alt-

hough the school is owned by the municipality, the Inner Pest School District is
in charge of running it. In recent years,
the school has received considerable
support from them or through public
grants. The school’s facade has been fully
renovated, the swimming pool has been
given a new water network, and renovation works have been performed in
many classrooms. However, the renovation of the fence around the school had
always been skipped because it was not
clear who was in charge of maintaining it.
Angéla wanted to find out and have the
fence renovated. The school was built in
1982, and since then no one has touched
the fence, so it had not only gone rack and
ruin, but in the past two years or so it also
caused accidents and some pupils used it
to run away from school.

ISSUES WON
Doorbell into teachers’ room;
renovated fence and gymnasium.

THE MENTOR SAID:
‘Angéla is well-known locally. She is a very agile person who has managed
to somewhat hack the hierarchical school system in which the parents’
board has a purely formal role.’
16

THE COMMUNITY ORGANIZER:

Angéla Badzsó

The district’s civil society support
organizations have always played an
important role in her life. When she was
a child she and her family received a lot
of help from them, and for some years
now she has been an active member,
and even shaper, of those communities. As a mother, her daily life and
relationships are largely determined by
the spaces in her children’s school and
the relationships born there. She wanted to consciously shape all this and
influence the daily life of the school,
and thus the lives of the children,
through a strengthened community of
parents.

Good bye, old fence.

“The essence of community organizing is not about the number of issues
won. It is about building relationships, creating a professional structure,
and elaborating plans for longer-term cooperation. Having experienced
many failures - and sometimes almost giving up - I realized that my work
for the district in recent years has only changed in the sense that, for a year,
I was able to learn and develop as a whole person in order to do the same
thing in the future.”
Angéla

THE COMMUNITY:

Make a Move for Losi!
At the beginning of the year, Angéla began
interviewing parents who shared with her
their concerns about the school, the tuition
there, and how satisfied they were with the
school in general. From the circle of these parents emerged a core group whom the community organizer wanted to form into a stable, cohesive community. The plan soon failed,
however, as at the beginning of the school
year a group member’s child was physically
abused by another parent. The community
was divided by the story, and the child in
question was taken out of school. The members of the group became skeptical about
their plans, and did not want to carry on with
the work. The group tried to revive itself again and again, but it did not become stronger
and no community leaders were born.

THE PROGRAM YEAR
Regarding the fencing of the school, the
parents contacted both the municipality
and the management of the school district
several times, but the municipality shifted
off responsibility saying that the school
district was in charge. The leadership of
the school district did not even care to
answer the group’s query.
Nevertheless, the parents did not
stop. They filed a freedom of information
request about the schools subsidized in
the district and about the legal disputes
arising between the school district and
the municipality. During this process,
an increasing number of infrastructural
problems were revealed. In addition, another serious issue was outlined during
the interviews: the practice of children
becoming private students. In many cases, the children of the parents she got to
know became private students while they
were working together. New interviews
were made with those parents, and Angéla also contacted the head of the Mentor
Program in the district community center.
She then filed another freedom of information request about the issue of private
students, both on the district and the city
levels. It turned out that the district had
the highest number of students who be18

come private students - mostly at the parents’ request. Most of these children have
been struggling with behavioral problems.
Even though she did not manage to forge
the affected parents into a community, she
did acquire an accurate picture of the educational morale and quality present in the
district.
Similarly to many other state-run
schools, a closed gate system has been
introduced in Losi, which made it difficult
for parents to enter the building when
going to a meeting or having to pick up
their children earlier than usual. During
the year, we managed to overcome these
difficulties by installing a doorbell to the
teachers’ room.
In April 2018, the parents felt that the
interim municipal election would be a
good opportunity for them to reach their
ultimate goal: the renovation of the school
fence. The campaign proved to be successful: almost 100 parents signed the group’s
petition, which they handed over to the
district administration. After a 9-year
struggle, the fence was renewed, with the
municipality providing HUF 16 million.
The team said goodbye to the old fence
with a small celebration.

‘MOVE SO THEY CAN MAKE A MOVE’ PUBLIC BENEFIT ASSOCIATION /
‘FOR THE SMILE OF OUR DIFFERENTLY ABLED CHILDREN’ GROUP

Local and National Level
Success
There was a local and a national issue
in the center of their plans: on the one
hand, the goal was to support the ‘For the
Smile of Our Differently Abled Children’
Group in Maglód, an association founded
by parents of children with serious CNS

injuries with the focus on creating the
conditions for establishing a long-absent
day care institution in Maglód. In addition, the organization wanted to continue
its fight, started in 2013, for a raise in the
home nursing benefit.

THE MENTOR SAID:
‘Anett is one of our most authentic community organizers who consciously
turned, from being an affected parent, into a professional who can build an
independent community. With her integrative personality she always sees
the intersections along which the lives of both individuals and communities can be improved.’

ISSUES WON

Creation of a new category for the
nursing benefit, which means a
considerable raise in the aid for
parents nursing their children with
disabilities at home (see Page
64); creating the conditions for
establishing a day care institution in
Maglód.

THE COMMUNITY ORGANIZER:

Anett Csordás

She is an affected parent who counts, due
to her history in (school) leadership and
professional skills in community organizing (she has learnt the methodology at
countless training courses and also in
practice), as a real ‘black belt’. She has
assisted the consolidation of the Maglód
group and the achievement of their goals
as a mentor. In addition, she has conducted a successful national campaign with
her colleagues.
20

Demonstrating for those nursing a sick
relative at home.

‘Since in the area of disabilities very few of us in the country understand,
have learnt, and practice community organizing, in our group we do not
only acquire a new technique and culture together with affected parents,
but we also need to shape a legitimate methodology which takes into
account the Hungarian characteristics, and which we can use together in
our community’s advocacy efforts. My work has also been special in the
sense that from the very beginning I have undertaken the support of some
parents’ groups, where I played the role of community organizer or mentor. This is very important for me because our association’s and my personal goal is to have stakeholders create strong advocacy organizations in
Hungary, assess local problems and find solutions together while learning
techniques to achieve success, improving their families’ situation.’
Anett

‘For me, working and thinking
together with my fellows was extremely important, because I believe
that communities have enormous
strength, enormous power; and
this power is the only way to exert
pressure and achieve a more barrier-free life for families with children
with disabilities. It is also important
that we share our responsibility
regarding the development of our
own fate, and we must be seriously
involved in finding solutions to the
issues that affect us.’
Anett

‘For me, it was important to have the team work as independently as
possible in order to build a strong and independent advocacy community. I
showed them techniques and good practices, and during working together
I constantly identified where we are in the process, as this is a well-built
methodology.’
Anett

THE COMMUNITIES:

‘Move So They Can Make
a Move’ Public Benefit
Association / ‘For the
Smile of Our Differently
Abled Children’ Group
The ‘Move So They Can Make a Move’ Public Benefit Association is a well-known
and recognized disability rights organization with 90 members and 4 NGO associates. The Maglód group, which has become a foundation under the name ‘For the
Smile of Our Differently Abled Children’,
was brought to life by a family of which
a grandfather is the heart and soul. It is a
small group, and group building was not
important here. Instead, we concentrated
on resolving an urgent problem.
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Group meeting in Maglód.
Visiting the GEMMA Center in Szeged.

THE PROGRAM YEAR
Interviews made with the affected families in Maglód revealed that no institutions in
the area were accessible for disabled or severely disabled children and young people.
Group members were looking for places
that could serve as examples for the to-be
institution, and then assessed what legal obligations should be taken into account when
setting up an institution. They determined
the circle of decision-makers who had the
power to create such new institution. The
local elected members of Maglód had to ap-

prove a venue for the team where day care
could be set up. At the same time, they asked
for the permission of the Ministry of Human
Capacities to become a legitimate day-care
provider, and thus become eligible for state subsidies. They were constantly looking
for allies, supporters, and met with decision-makers several times.
Their firm perseverance, and legitimate request, found open ears. Local elected
members voted for the group to use a certain building during the coming year, which is
now being made suitable for providing day
care facilities for differently abled children.

PILIS CITIZEN GROUP

THE COMMUNITY

Pilisi Civilek

Road to a More
Livable Life
The primary goal for the year was to establish and strengthen a local Roma community in the outskirts of Pilis village, where
hundreds of Roma and non-Roma people
live on plots without public utilities, in
old wine press houses and comfortless
cottages - often illegally and in deep poverty. It is important to have these people
act on the issues that affect them, such as
infrastructural ones. There is no sewage
system or water network in the area, the
roads are unpaved, so in rainy weather local children arrive in school muddy to the
neck, for which there often mocked. It is
not only the housing conditions that make
the lives of the local Roma difficult. There
is a high level of unemployment in the village that mostly affects them, and they often face extreme racist insults, even from
local politicians.

THE MENTOR SAID:
‘Fruzsina is an authentic person in
the eyes of the local Roma community, as she has roots in Pilis, and
they look up to her too, because she
has achieved many things despite
her young age.’
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During the year, the group created from scratch has grown to include 11 people - despite
the fact that the members had little energy left for community life beside their everyday
struggle to make a living. Group meetings do not happen in the usual way: they are typically open gatherings that are linked to an event or holiday so that as many new people
can be recruited as possible.

’ They are afraid to stand out in public, they are afraid to
stand up for themselves.’
Fruzsina

ISSUES WON
„Roma közösséget egészen máshogyan kell szervezni, mint a nem romákat. Sokkal félénkebbek, visszafogottabbak az ilyen ügyekben, erősen
rászorulnak az érdekképviseletre.
Nem mernek a nyilvánosság elé állni,
nem mernek kiállni magukért.”
Fruzsina

Creating a local group in the village’s
segregated Roma settlement; paving
one of the dirt roads.

THE COMMUNITY ORGANIZER:

THE PROGRAM YEAR

She has been active in Roma public life and equal opportunities for
years, and is a well-known figure as
she used to work as a presenter for
Dikh TV, a Roma TV channel. In her
childhood, she spent a lot of time in
Pilis as her grandparents lived there.
She still visits their grave and also her
relatives who live in the village. She
wanted to do something for the disadvantaged Roma community living
there. They achieved joint success
even before the program started:
together with the people she knew in
the village, they collected hundreds of
signatures for the renovation of roads
which were in a terrible condition. As
a result of their action, the condition
of one of the dirt roads in the village
has been improved through packing.
In addition, she regularly organized
cultural and community programs
for local families, with children’s day
programs and dance events.

Already at the beginning of the year, the
group ‘ran into’ a serious issue: the Pilis
Health House run by the local government
asks for a contribution fee after each examination or medical service provided. The locals have to pay 300 forints, but those not
having an address in the village have to pay
1500 forints, even for a simple blood test.
The group wanted the local government to
abolish the ‘visit fee’ or, at least, give a waiver to those in need. The entire Hungarian
media reported on the matter, but the scandal did not help. Instead, it set the group
back: the local elected members voted against their proposed amendment, and racist
voices intensified in the village.
‘It was terrible to see that local elected
members afford themselves the liberty to
verbally abuse Gypsies and speak obscenely about the Roma advocacy group, even
though they get their salaries to represent
all the people, including the local Roma,
and solve their problems.’ (Fruzsina)
This situation caused some loss of enthusiasm in the group, which was soon blotted out by the excitement of preparing for

Fruzsina Balogh

Protesting at a local council session in Pilis.

the upcoming elections. In the framework
of the ‘Don’t Sell Your Vote!’ campaign we
managed to mobilize the local Roma, many
of whom had never done so before.
The next big issue was the question of paving roads, in which a hybrid solution was
born. One of the 12 dirt roads was paved
on the condition that locals sign a declaration saying that installing a sewage system
is not part of the work, and if rainfall from
the road flooded the gardens, it would not
be the local government’s responsibility.
The group assisted the local government’s
work, urging locals to sign the declaration,
as it was all the more important to finally
pave the road. On the paved section of the
road, rainwater flooding into the gardens
does cause problems but the situation still
has improved a lot. The addressing of other issues is made difficult by the fact that
many people live there illegally, and there
are problems with the permissions. This
often hinders action because those things
could be used against them. They are afraid
that the local government would review the
issue of legal relations.

INTERVIEW WITH PÉTER GICZEY, MENTOR OF THE FOLLOWING GROUPS:
BÉKE ESTATE ACTION GROUP, NATIVE GROUP, LET’S MAKE PROGRESS
GROUP, MÁTÉSZALKALEAKS, AND YOUTH ON THE MOVE TOGETHER.

The Power of Standing Up
–
How important are spectacular
actions, such as Mátészalkaleaks’ Snail
Run, in a group operating based on the
community organizing method?
– One of the foundations of community
organizing is standing up for a cause.
So it’s not necessarily about being
spectacular, but about demonstrating
power. I mean, if an action is spectacular,
that’s a good thing, but if it mobilizes a lot
of people, that’s even better.
– Different groups are organized along
different types of issues and have their
own character - assertive action is not
everyone’s cup of tea. LMBTQ groups in
Hungary tend to be hesitant about such
actions, as they have members who have
not come out yet.
– It can really set a group in motion if
they overcome their concerns. That said,
LMBTQ people should not be urged, every
coming out has its time. Otherwise, the
Szeged LGBTQ Group did go to Ásotthalom
and put up their banners.
–
If a well-known group such
as Mátészalkaleaks organized a
demonstration involving many people,
could they be more effective in their
operation? I mean, they have achieved
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enormous results anyway.
– It’s not only a question of being known,
it’s also about having organizing power.
They have a lot of followers, but those
followers want them to resolve their
issues. They think they don’t have to risk
life and limb, there’s someone else to
do it for them. It would be good to have
more than three people represent tens of
thousands. If other people joined them,
lined up behind them, and started to
act, they could make some really serious
progress, and the group could reach
another level.
– What can a step change, a change of
direction bring in the life of a group?
Putin’s becoming an honorary doctor of
the University of Debrecen ended up the
Native Group, which had mostly focused
on smaller local issues, in a totally new
arena.
– Obviously, if it’s a planned shift, then
it’s a different thing. This issue kind of
‘fell into their lap’, as all of a sudden there
came a major national scandal. We cannot
talk about a change of direction, because
the composition of the group almost made
it clear that they should deal with this
matter. They did a great job too. Of course,
the group’s composition was somewhat

ABOUT
Péter Giczey is a sociologist who
works for CCF as a professional
leader, community organizing
mentor and trainer. He has been
involved in the activities of various
civil society organizations since the
change of regime, and has been
an active member of international
organizations since the mid-nineties.
As an external lecturer, he teaches
community work at the Department
of Sociology and Social Policy at the
University of Debrecen.

transformed by the developments. There
were people who could not put up with
the attacks, but the core was actually
reinforced by this period.
– In their case, was the
mobilization sufficient?
– We’re talking about
a small group here,
too. With 10-20
people you can’t
really conduct large
scale actions. The
group should expand
to be able to stand
up. The Civil College
Foundation wants as
many people to step forth as
possible, to have as many active
people as possible, who can then become
community leaders, and later, organizers.
– How important is whether people are
affected by a given issue or not?
–
Efficiency solely and exclusively
depends on the amount of work invested!
Of course, it is practical in many ways if
the community organizer is close to the
place, the issue, but he/she is the one
who has to organize the stakeholders.
The organizer doesn’t have to be affected.
There are, of course, advantages, but
also drawbacks, to when the organizer
is also affected by a given issue: being
embedded may hide some facts and
movements that someone from the
outside can see better. It also applies to
all community interventions, including
community organizing, that presence is
key. Not only because of the professional
interventions, but also because the more
people you get in touch with personally,
the better you see the community and the
more confidence its members have in you.
– What counts as success for group

operating in a segregated area?
– With these groups, it is difficult to use
the category of being successful. Among
people living in segregation and deep
poverty, you have different
systems of relations. There
is a high level of distrust,
and a totally different
role
is
expected
from you. Anyone
who enters there is
expected to bring
donations, and the
problems related to
actual life situations
and traumas direct
efforts to find community
solutions. After all, what’s
important is to have food on the
table tomorrow. The fact that there is no
pavement is less important. Furthermore,
in a segregated area you have a totally
different system of relations, with
decades-old conflicts.
For example, in the case of the Bűd
group in Tiszavasvár, what I consider a
success is that there is a group that is
meeting regularly, and the organizer has
found people who are doing some serious
activities as local community leaders.
Hopefully, they’ll eventually move on
towards community organizing.
– If you can’t continue to support a
community organizer working in a
segregated area, can the group survive?
– We strive to create groups that are
capable of organizing and sustaining
themselves. We are working to not be
needed anymore - to have people who
are empowered, and a group that is able
to make enough money to be able to pay
for a community organizer and implement
some campaigns from the funds it has
raised.

MÁTÉSZALKALEAKS GROUP
‘Community organizing is a method that can be used
effectively in our country, but unfortunately, due to the
scaremongering from the media, many people are afraid
to voice their opinion regarding public matters. Notwithstanding, doing something for our own living environment
and the public good is the best thing the ordinary citizen
can do. We, the members of the Mátészalkaleaks Group,
are pleased to be able to give something to people.’
Levente

On the Right Track
The informal group MátészalkaLeaks was
founded in the summer of 2015 and has
become a specialist in mass transportation issues and local problems that need
to be solved. The main goal of the group
is to create, using the community organizing method, a core community in Mátészalka that has a pronounced opinion
about the public affairs of the city and the
county, and is also able to shape them.
In addition to a number of local issues,

they decided to deal with two major
problems, the resolution of which could
take years (at least, so it seemed at the
time): the renovation of the Flying Bridge
(a pedestrian railway overpass) and making it barrier free; and the renovation
the Mátészalka-Debrecen railway line.
In order to strengthen local media, they
created the MátészalkaLeaks blog, which
provides local residents with authentic
local information.

ISSUES WON
Renovation of a pedestrian railway
overpass; reopening of the railway
station restaurant; making the railway
station’s waiting room safe; partial
successes regarding the renovation of
the Mátészalka-Debrecen railway line.

The old pedestrian railway overpass.

THE MENTOR SAID:
‘The group’s greatest strength is
creativity, that is, planning and
organizing spectacular actions.
And these actions bring them a lot
of recognition, which helps them
when it comes to putting pressure
on decision-makers.’

THE COMMUNITY ORGANIZER:

Levente Lintényi

He had been familiar with advocacy work
even before starting the group in the factory he works at. He had protected workers’ interests there for years as a trade
union steward and a member of the factory council. His motivations can also be
traced in his jobs: he once wanted to be
a professional football referee and pursued the profession at a high level; and
later in the factory he performed quality
assurance to ensure high productivity
during the manufacturing process.

Group meeting.

THE COMMUNITY:

MátészalkaLeaks Group
The group, the core of which is comprised of fellow workers working in the factory, has
slightly expanded over the past year: 15-20 people now regularly attend group meetings,
while usually three people participate in the actions. The successes of the MátészalkaLeaks group have inspired others in the area who then founded their own groups.
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The snail overtakes the train.
Photo by: Csaba Csutkai

‘I have instilled community organizing
into many people in Mátészalka, and also
farther away.’
Levente

THE PROGRAM YEAR
With the help of freedom of information
requests, the group has achieved that a
former restaurant at the railway station in
Mátészalka is now filled with life again.
A result from last year is that some unruly elements who did not possess a railway ticket whatsoever, and who regularly
caused mayhem, were ousted from the
waiting room of the Mátészalka railway
station. Through whistleblowing and reporting to the police, the group has managed to achieve that from the autumn of
2017 onwards guards maintain order at
the railway station and the surrounding
area.
Thanks to the group’s work, the local pedestrian overpass was completely renovated, and through making the authorities
review the original plans they managed
to achieve that a non-slip surface was installed over the entire length of the bridge.
Thus, in the winter months pedestrian
traffic on the bridge will be much easier
- a change that will make travel easier for
thousands of people every day.
The campaign for the full reconstruction
of the Mátészalka-Debrecen railway line,
which has been going on for two years,
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has also brought the first partial success.
In 2020, MÁV (the Hungarian state railway
company) will rebuild a 10-kilometer long
railway section between Apafa and Hajdúsámson, and in 2021 a 16-kilometer long
railway section between Nyírgelse and
Nyírbátor, at its own expense. Thanks to
the group’s public actions, campaigns and
the continuous pressure on decision-makers, the Mátészalka-Debrecen railway
line received three renovated engines,
which was a big thing because before their
arrival there was a month when engines
‘gave up’ six times out on the open railroad. They have also achieved that, starting
from autumn 2019, the 40-45 years old
railway wagons that are in use now on the
railway line will be replaced with newer
ones.
With their spectacular and witty actions,
the group gained national and even international recognition during the year:
they organized the ‘world-famous’ Snail
vs. Train Race. At a section of the Debrecen-Mátészalka railway line, even a group
member dressed as a snail managed to
overtake the train, even though he was
running.

‘LET’S MAKE PROGRESS’ GROUP

THE COMMUNITY:

‘Let’s Make Progress’ Group

Shaping and Being
Shaped
The newly formed group aims to enforce
the interests of those living in the Bűd
area of Tiszavasvár, by empowering local
residents to voice their opinions in connection with the issues that affect them.
Among the concrete tasks identified were

resolving the problem of trash collection
and stray dogs, the priority protection
of workfare workers’ interests, and drug
prevention through education.

Today, about 10-20 people make up the core of the group, and they have around 80
sympathizers.

SUCCESSES
Taking action on trash collection and
stray dogs, in the interest of workfare
workers.

THE COMMUNITY ORGANIZER

dr. Ferenc Horváth

Already in the previous year, he performed community organizing activities in
Tiszavasvári. Even though he commutes
there from Budapest, his person is accepted by the people of Bűd Estate.

THE MENTOR SAID:
‘If the group meets and thinks together on a regular basis, then there
will be action and change too.’
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‘Let’s Make Progress’ Group.

‘I engaged in community organizing as a retired police officer of Gypsy
origin, with a law degree in my pocket. I had to learn democracy. I had to
change my way of thinking in a way that leaves my basic values unchanged.
I thought that as a Roma intellectual I could do something for Tiszavasvári,
which counts as a case study of discrimination against the Roma. I haven’t
regretted it. I have shaped and have been shaped.’
Ferenc

THE PROGRAM YEAR
Regarding the issue of public trash containers, the group gave up their original
objective of having the central trash containers installed in the Bűd area of the
town for the disposal of communal waste
removed for good. The shortcomings of
the registry made it impossible to resolve the issue, and many people would not
be able to pay for a different kind of trash
collection anyway. The freedom of information requests filed, the negotiations
with the local government, and the polls
conducted among the people were useful in the sense that they made the group
realize: 100 of the 200 families were not
in a position to be able to accept the new
conditions. At the same time, the group
has achieved that workfare workers now
watch the trash containers and their surroundings, even on weekends. When the
container is full, they collect the trash and
pack it in huge bags.
Regarding stray dogs, the group has
achieved a great success: they managed
to force the local government to cooperate with animal rights activists. There are
now ongoing programs aimed at educating the community about the obligations
of dog owners, and providing the necessary appliances for those pets that need
them. The municipality designated an
area for the establishment of an animal
shelter, with a municipal vehicle transporting 10 dog houses and other equipment from Debrecen. There group has
further plans regarding responsible pet
ownership (vaccination, understanding
the rules, etc.), with the implementation
already having started in several areas.
The group’s public events (e.g. lectures
by HCLU and the Political Capital Institute) attracted not only those directly
affected, but also interested people from
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other parts of Tiszavasvári. Similarly, the
group’s social media surfaces are getting
an increasing number of non-Roma followers who want to get information about
the program.
Over the course of two years, it has been
achieved that a former MP of Jobbik, who
is the head of the workfare program in
Tiszavasvári since 2016, now takes into
account their messages, recognizes their
rights advocacy work and the power of
the community, and strives to adhere to
the rules on workfare employment.
In April, members of the group filed a
public service announcement to the Commissioner for Fundamental Rights, with
the following message: ‘Workfare should
never be forced labor.’ Their stance is that
there are some legislative anomalies within workfare employment that need to be
addressed.

‘What I consider a success is that he
has managed to bring together a
group that is meeting regularly, and
has found people who are performing
some serious activities as local community leaders.’
Péter Giczey

‘Empowering people to stand up for public issues that affect
them is the most beautiful and most difficult thing to do in
today’s Hungary. I consider the process I’ve had a chance to be
part of as a productive one. We need self-confident Gypsy people in order for the Gypsy community to achieve progress. We
also need an inclusive majority population that understands
that there are people to negotiate with, because today the ‘Let’s
Make Progress’ Group is already qualified to negotiate with
almost any unit of the local government structure. And there’s
nothing that could be more important on the grassroots level.’
Ferenc
The dog houses have arrived.

NATIVE GROUP

They Talk to the Hearts
of Young People
The Native Group in the City of Debrecen
was launched in 2015 under the aegis
of a then starting community organizing
program, as a community of local progressive youth. In the first two years of their operation, they worked on a number of
local infrastructural and environmental
issues. In 2017, they started the new project period with a lot of plans: they mostly
wanted to deal with issues related to the
work of the city’s Department of Streets,
the gate of the Nagyerdő (Great Forest),
and launching a blog. Finally, a protest action that was triggered by a sudden news
story changed the direction of the group’s
operation. The news story was about President Putin becoming an honorary citizen of the city’s University.

A MENTOR MONDTA:
‘They were confronted with a nice
fat issue which brought a step
change for the group.’
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THE COMMUNITY:

Native Group
The group of about 15 young people has somewhat changed during the year. Addressing Putin’s unacceptable title of honorary citizen was a sudden development for
Native, as the steps taken in connection with the issue - such as launching a petition
and sending letters to the members of the university senate - quickly grabbed the
attention of national media. Some group members were not interested in the issue,
or ready for it. However, those who were, developed a lot both in terms of communicating with the media and mastering community organizing (they started making
interviews, recruiting, building relationships, etc.).

SUCCESS
Through regularly organizing
Comment Section, they have created
a long-missing platform where people
can freely discuss local public issues.
A KÖZÖSSÉGSZERVEZŐ:

Ágnes Molnár

The Comment Section.

She is a born community organizer
who has an MA in aesthetics. She is
the founder of the Native Group and
considers it extremely important to
keep valuable young people in their
hometown.

‘Young people are leaving the city,
taking their creative energies and
Western way of thinking with them.
I wanted to put an end to this migration, or at least find out why it is
happening.’
Ágnes

building collaborations, as well as on leadership and group development, rather
than on organizing campaigns. This is
evidenced by the launch of a cooperation
scheme with Transparency International
through a joint project aimed at organizing
discussions and presentations on local and
national-level corruption. It was a joint
event with CCF and Political Capital, and it
focused on Russian influence. The group’s
own community leader training was also
started. The group also began cooperating
with the Regional Transport Association
of Debrecen on several local public transport-related issues. Together with the
‘Landing Green’ Group, they started organizing ‘Green Parties’ with the aim to educate
people about environmental issues. Such
events were held on three occasions.

THE PROGRAM YEAR
Putin’s becoming an honorary doctor of
the university finally escalated to such a
level that the group began to deal with not
only the title of honorary citizen itself, but
also with the controversial steps taken by
the university leadership. Such was the
censoring of comments, or when the Rector of the University of Debrecen openly
offended the university’s teachers and students by calling them ‘sad sacks’. In the latter case, the group filed a complaint with
the university’s Ethics Committee. At this
point, they joined forces with teachers,
and together they wrote a letter to the Ministry of Human Capacities.

‘Many personal interviews and
group meetings put this period into
a framework, and through them we
have come into direct contact with a
new target group: the university elite,
including instructors, professors, and
students.’
Ágnes
Beside to the ‘Putin affair’, the group
also heavily focused on the upcoming elections. As soon as October, they launched a
series of events titled ‘Comment Section’.
In the past year the Comment Section
functioned as a discussion forum aimed at
facilitating communication between parties and voters, and possibly launching a
real dialogue on various topics (e.g. housing, health, education, etc.). All major parties were invited to attend each event, and
with the exception of Fidesz, each party
delegated a representative to them.
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The Election Fair.

One of the online streams reached over
6,000 people. After a while, the forums
worked almost routinely, with the filling of
positions, the evaluations, and the sharing
and completing of tasks always happening
as needed, and with the members having
a chance to fill new roles (e.g. moderating
discussions).
The group dealt with the elections
in other ways as well: for example, they
made a video with opinion leaders who
have ties in Debrecen about the importance of voting. On the day before the
vote, they organized a community-building event called ‘Electoral Fair’, which
focused on the elections in an easy-to-digest, yet informative, way.
During 2017-2018, the focus was on

‘Progress and development would
have been impossible without the
good practices of other groups in
the country, and without the professional support of the Civil College
Foundation. The occasions on which
experience could be shared and new
tools acquired (e.g. media strategy,
personal task sheets or ways of exercising pressure during elections) have
greatly contributed to the systematic
advancement of the group in some
situations.’
Ágnes

BÉKE ESTATE ACTION GROUP –
EGER FOUNDATION OF THE FUND FOR THE POOR

THE COMMUNITY ORGANIZER:

Dr. Zsuzsanna Farkas

Away with the Junk,
Down with the Ruins!
The Fund for the Poor has performed
supporting activities on Béke Estate in
the Felnémet area of the city of Eger for
years. Thanks to the call for proposals
in community organizing, matters concerning the community as a whole were
put into limelight instead of focusing on
individual problems. A previously formed
local informal group was revived and expanded with young people. Many people

find it disturbing that the neighborhood
has been neglected and the boundary of
the estate is used by the city’s inhabitants
as a waste disposal site. These conditions
have determined the everyday lives and
self-esteem of those living in this area.
For this reason, the members of the group
set cleaning up the surroundings of the
estate as a primary goal. A further goal
they set was the creation of a playground.

Meeting of the Action Group.
THE COMMUNITY

Béke-telep Akciócsoport
The formation of the action group last year was an easy matter. The core of the group
had already worked together for the estate - between 2004 and 2006 they successfully
fought for the construction of a sewage network and settling land registry issues. This
group has been strengthened by the community organizer, and many young people
who have participated in the Foundation’s programs in recent years, also joined. Many
of them constantly follow their activities, while group meetings are usually attended
by 8-10 people (typically by those who are affected by a particular problem).

ISSUES WON
Installation of banisters; removal
of abandoned cars; classifying
life-threatening buildings as
uninhabitable.

THE MENTOR SAID:
‘As early as several decades ago, Zsuzsa knew by instinct what to do. She
developed local residents’ advocacy techniques by way of a classic community organizing process.’
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She is the professional leader and
founder of the Eger Foundation of the
Fund for the Poor. Besides being a social policy expert, she is a real field
worker who has been working in the
Béke Estate of Eger for 22 years. She
is in everyday contact with the people
living there, so she is familiar with their
problems.

Clearing the ruins.

‘About the older members of the
group it can be said that they take
the issues related to the neighborhood seriously, can give credible
guidance to their neighbors, have a
gatekeeper and opinion-forming role
in the segregated community, and
can mobilize up to 70-80 people for a
given community program.’
Zsuzsanna

Group members at the public hearing.

THE PROGRAM YEAR
The group soon realized that building a
playground was not a realistic goal in the
current situation. The whole area has to be
landscaped, so they broke down this general
objective into smaller ones involving smaller
steps. Even the first step brought a significant result though: following the intervention of a local elected member, after many
years the flight of stairs found on the estate
were finally given banisters.
The group launched two major campaigns during the year. The goal of the first
one was to put an end to having abandoned
cars lying around in public areas. Although
members of the action group were affected
themselves, they soon realized that for the
safety of children playing in the street and
to comply with the rules, it was important
to involve the Department of Streets, thus
preventing neighborhood conflicts. The Department of Streets then called upon the car
owners concerned to remove their cars. In
a week’s time they were returned, but after
a written warning was issued, they were finally taken away.
The other campaign was launched for
clearing away derelict buildings. Following
a site visit, the Eger District Office passed a
resolution about the mandatory demolition
of the derelict buildings within 180 days.
As a test case, a campaign was launched
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with two families for the evacuation and
demolition of inhabited derelict buildings.
The group sent a letter to the District Construction Authority for expert opinion on the
buildings. In June, the District Construction
Authority paid a site visit and mailed their
decision within a week’s time: the use of one
building was prohibited with immediate
effect. The decision was sent by the group
to the local elected members of Eger. As a
result, a search for an available council flat
for the 7-member family started as soon as
the next day, and a couple of days later they
were able to move into their new home.
Regarding the other family, the construction authority found that the condition
of the house was not yet life-threatening,
but rainwater drainage had to be provided.
However, that is the local government’ responsibility, so the group is planning a new
campaign in connection with this.
During the summer, the group started
to pursue new goals: park maintenance on
Béke Estate, and cleaning ditches and dredging canals for the proper drainage of rainwater. The creation of an outdoor community
venue is also being outlined.

‘People living in segregation and
deep poverty have mobilized
themselves for improving their
surroundings, which is an extremely important step.’
Zsuzsanna

Cleaning a ditch.

INTERVIEW WITH PÉTER PETÁK, MENTOR OF THE FOLLOWING GROUPS:
LIVING INDEPENDENTLY – LIVING IN A COMMUNITY, LET THE TREES STAY
ON RÓMAI, CIVIL SOCIETY SHEET MUSIC, AND THE PÉCS BRANCH OF THE
CITY IS FOR ALL.

Celebrating is Important
– What can really wear out, or even
erode, an issue-based community? Internal conflicts, external attacks, political developments, the serious responsibility related to an issue represented?
– Every group has its trials and challenges. During the year, there have been examples of everything you have listed, but
they haven’t eroded any of the groups.
That said, there were some instances where the given problem somewhat
transformed the community. For example,
the membership of the Pécs Branch of The
City is for All changed almost completely
in one year’s time. This was their solution
to bringing joint work, and not only socializing, into the focus.
The issue represented can indeed become of a scale that burdens, even crushes, the group. In the case of the ‘Let the
Trees Stay On Római’ group, they found
themselves in and near-referendum situation within one year’s time, having to
grapple with the Tarlós-type volley fire on
the one hand, and the unexpected moves
of opposition politicians on the other
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hand. But those problems often bring
about positive changes and development
opportunities in the life of a group.
– How has the situation they found themselves in changed the Római Riverbank
group?
– Building and maintaining a growing
base of sympathizers, continuously reacting to a changing strategic situation,
and organizing professional work and
communication pushes a committed, but
still voluntary, group towards becoming a
professional and well-structured organization. These are difficult organizational
development processes that may even involve conflicts, and have to be carried out
during the group’s daily operation.
– It’s not only them who dealt with the
large-scale national issue. The ‘Living
Independently – Living in a Community’
group became an active shaper of the
campaign for making the metro barrier
free.
– In contrast with the Római group, they

ABOUT
Péter Peták is a community organizer.
He has been working in the civil
sphere for about twenty years.
Starting his civil society involvement
as an organizer in Pécs, he has been
a shaper and active participant of the
Civil College Foundation’s community
organizing program as a mentor and
trainer.

were not at the sharp end for so long, I
mean, the group didn’t become the target of attacks. As a unique and
newly forming organization,
they were building up
themselves and their
cause, and this process was facilitated
by their participation in this powerful
campaign. Due to
their situation, they
could’ve proved to
be a group that is really difficult to organize, since we are talking about disabled people
who typically live an isolated
life and are difficult to mobilize. They
organized themselves for a participatory
action research during the previous year,
and it was through this issue that they
could reorganize themselves into an advocacy group. During the campaign, their
system of contacts developed, they were
‘put on the map’, and so they could grow
in numbers as well.
– What was your greatest challenge as
a mentor regarding your work with the
four groups?
– I had a very different attitude to each
group, and there were also differences as
to what they wanted from me. But what’s
common with all of them is that sometimes I find myself being too sure of what
an organizer should pay attention to. The
starting point is that the organizer knows
the actual situation much better than I do,
therefore I have to help them acquire new
points of view. I have life experiences similar to theirs, and that helps. An example
is when you take timely notice of somebody taking on too much work, which
can disrupt the democratic culture of the

group as the person will be dissatisfied
with the rest of the people, and will become dominant. Furthermore, I’ve
tried to look at them with a
strategic eye and place
them into a broader
context, so that they
can ‘get out’ of their
daily tasks and acquire an insight on
the wider context of
their struggles.
– Is finding allies
and provoking coalitions the mentor’s job?
– I had fewer tasks in relation to this, because they did
that anyway. The Római group has
Greenpeace as an external ally, and they
are also part of a broader range of organizations, supporting initiatives themselves – for example, they have declared
solidarity with the City Park Protectors.
The Living Independently group entered a
broad coalition regarding the metro issue,
and the other members of the coalition
were ahead of them in many respects,
so together with them it was easier and
quicker for them to be part of important
negotiations.
As for the Pécs group, in their case we
cannot talk about classic coalition building. They worked together with others in
order to give the homeless issue - which
is not that attractive for many people a positive connotation, to make it more
sympathetic to others, and to keep the
topic on the agenda in an authentic way.
– The campaign for making the metro
barrier free was very successful, but
not everybody’s contribution became
known. Is it important to make it known?
– The members of the Living Independent-

ly group rightfully considered it unjust
that they were left out of the communication of the success story. The experience
was difficult for them especially because
in the final period their cooperation with
others was rather burdensome, with a lot
of conflicts arising among the groups and
within the group. Success will never be
pinned onto the chest of those who have
achieved it, and that is exactly the reason
why celebration is so important. It doesn’t
only serve the strengthening of the group,
but it makes it clear who has actually won.
The Mayor of Budapest obviously made
an agreement with the official advocacy
organization, the National Alliance of Associations for Disabled People (MEOSZ),
because MEOSZ hadn’t been speaking out
too loud about the issue. By no means did
the decision-maker negotiate with those
who entered into conflict for the cause.
They would never say that ‘a handful of
citizens have defeated us’.
– The communication of a local success
story has its limitations. Would it be important to break through those limitations?
– That would be good, but it often cannot
happen because of a logical reason: an issue for this or that small town or village
will not interest people living elsewhere,
except if there is a huge scandal to go with
it. A good example is the case of Szentendre’s Civil Society Sheet Music. It would
be useful to show that they have generated local advocacy life in Szentendre
as a quasi community organizing group,
but until the scandal around the Postás
beach came, they just weren’t visible. And
it’s still not them who are visible, but the
issue is. They are facing the same thing
as the community organizer and the Civil
College Foundation supporting him do.

LIVING INDEPENDENTLY - LIVING IN A COMMUNITY
THE COMMUNITY:

Living independently –
Living in a community

They Are a Proud Part
of Success
The ‘Living Independently – Living in a
Community’ group has been operating as
a disability rights advocacy group since
October 2017. In the previous year, they
conducted participatory action research
within the framework of the School of
Public Life, assessing what is necessary
for a person with reduced mobility to
live independently in Hungary today. Re-

search has identified a number of systemic problems, both in terms of accessible
public transport and living independently. They aimed at finding systemic responses to these problems in an attempt
to achieve positive changes in the legal
environment that determines housing
opportunities for people with disabilities.

THE MENTOR SAID:
‘A group already formed, with a mature organizational culture, planned and well-trackable work, and
continuous group expansion.”

ISSUE WON
Making Metro Line 3 of Budapest
barrier free.

THE COMMUNITY ORGANIZER:

Zóra Molnár

Her application to the community organizer program was partly due to the fact that
the coordinators in the research team wanted to hand over the tasks of organizing
the group to an affected group member.
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A part of the ‘Living Independently’ group

‘I became a community organizer following the members’ decision, which
meant both security - since having just graduated from university, I was
able to work in an environment that I had known for a year - and exciting
new challenges (which is still true today).
In my work, I have basically the same motivation as when I joined the
participatory action research project: I had first-hand experience of
how choices for people with reduced mobility become very limited in the
absence of adequate housing opportunities, whether we talk about education or getting a job. Luckily, I was able to move to the capital and continue my studies here, but I am also aware that we have a lot to do until all
affected people have the freedom to make a similar decision.”
Zóra

Most of the members are affected people
with disabilities who are very determined
to fight for the conditions of living an independent and barrier-free life. ‘They have
all created for themselves the opportunity of
living an independent, non-institutional life,
proving that this is possible even if currently
there are no comprehensive solutions for facilitating that.’ (Zóra) The number of group
members doubled during the year, and the
community’s work has been assisted by
non-affected volunteers.

Cooperation for making the metro barrier free.
THE PROGRAM YEAR
The issue of living independently, as
one of the main focuses of advocacy work,
accompanied the group’s year. They did
plenty of background work: they collected national and international good practices, took part in professional events,
and worked on compiling the contents of
the law amendment. In the framework of
the Citizens’ Participation Week, they organized a round-table discussion where
stakeholders, concerned parents and professionals were given the opportunity to
share their experiences and thoughts on
the housing options for people with disabilities.
The biggest success in the past year
was linked to the other priority area of the
group, that is, barrier free public transport. In the summer of 2017, it turned out
that only eight out of the twenty stations
of Metro Line 3 were planned to be made
barrier free during the upcoming renova48

tion. Like many other advocacy groups,
the group thought that this was outrageous.
Initially, they focused on the northern
section of the metro line, as this was the
section they would start to renovate first,
starting in November last year. In this section, the Dózsa György út metro station
was the only one the authorities were not
planning to make barrier free, so there
were two awareness-raising activities organized there. During the implementation
of the actions, they cooperated with other
organizations participating in the community organizing program (the ‘Let’s
Move So They Can Move On’ Public Benefit Association and the Living Memorial/‘My History’ group). In addition, there
have been several meetings with other
relevant organizations (e.g. Metro Project Directorate, Budapest Association of
People with Disabilities, and ‘For the Met-

ro’ Association). At the same time, in the
form of a freedom of information request,
they requested the Metro Project Directorate to send them the design plans of
the metro renovation. That was the point
when they realized that the construction
of elevators was originally also part of the
renovation. They then joined the ‘Full Value Metro’ action, which was co-organized
by more than 30 NGOs, and in December
they launched an online campaign titled
#barrierfreechristmas, where members
of the group told personal stories about
why they would be pleased to get a barrier-free subway for Christmas.
Thanks to the protest actions and the
extensive support, at the end of April an
agreement on making the entire metro
line barrier free was signed by the President of the National Association of Disabled Persons (MEOSZ) and the Mayor of
Budapest.

‘This campaign has taught us how important it is to work with other organizations to achieve a common goal, even if that also involves challenges and, in
some cases, tension. The group is proud to have been part of this enormous civil society success. That said, it was hard to see that although we were the first
to draw attention to the problem of partial accessibility, our role in the process
was rarely mentioned in connection with the results achieved. However, this
success gives us strength to carry on, as it shows that it is indeed possible to
achieve positive change.’
Zóra

LET THE TREES STAY ON RÓMAI –
CITY AND RIVER ASSOCIATION (VALYO)

Guardians
of the Riverbank
The ‘Let the Trees Stay on Római’ group
has been working with volunteer activists for safe flood protection and the
area management/development of the
neglected Római riverbank area of Budapest. The first demonstration took place
in 2013, while community organizing
work started in 2016, when the area was
at the greatest threat.

THE COMMUNITY:

Maradjanak a FÁK
a Rómain

ISSUES WON
Installation of missing street
lighting; removal of the design plan
for the dam from the riverbank;
installation of trash bins; launching
the ecological restoration of
the riverbank; replacement of a
playground fence; trees have been
saved for the time being.

‘Let the Trees Stay on Római’ Group.

THE COMMUNITY ORGANIZER:

THE MENTOR SAID:
‘The Római group has great power, with
many important contributors.’
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Szilvia Kaprinyák

She joined the group as a volunteer activist and affected local resident in 2016.
Previously, she worked in tourism and
commerce, but has always been interested in environmental protection and grew
up near the Római riverbank herself. She
can rely on two steady activists and the
group’s community leaders.

The group began to be organized by an activist living in the city center who belongs
to the target group, is affected herself, and
used to work in city planning.
Communication and regular meetings are
one of the foundations of community organizing. Activists who have relatively more
capacity and motivation to help the cause
have met once in a fortnight for two years
to discuss and divide tasks. In order to facilitate the operational work of the community, a strategic meeting is held every
few months to define short, medium and
long-term goals and the necessary steps.

‘The weight of the issue has put enormous pressure on the community.
Since they are affected themselves, it has been an emotional burden
for many people in the group. This, paired up with the replacement
of the former community organizer, has contributed to a change in
group membership and dynamics. Several former members stepped
back, while those who decided to stay got stronger. Their continuous
participation in the issue has also contributed to members’ personal
development. Giving interviews to the media was problematic at first,
but fortunately this is not a problem anymore. Now, several people are
ready to give successful TV or radio interviews, which is important for
community representation and providing appropriate information.’
Szilvia

THE PROGRAM YEAR
At the end of last summer, certain representatives of the water management
profession who had been silent for years,
openly expressed their opinion and some
of them have been supporting the work
of the community ever since. The issue of
a Budapest referendum has been raised
twice, and both times civil society representatives had to participate in several burdensome political reconciliation processes.
In winter, Mayor of Budapest István Tarlós
made statements questioning the construction of the dam that had been heavily
supported by him. A civil society observer
was given a seat in the latest professional
committee, so civil society received firsthand information about what was happening. Compared to past year, a step forward
is that the Római riverbank has been lifted
out of the related embayment project, and
for that reason the flood protection project
will start later.
Over a course of two years the group has
achieved that in the autumn of 2016 the
false and inaccurate design plans for the
dam that were exhibited on the riverbank
(which were illustrated with 3-meter tall
people, to give an idea of their accuracy in
terms of proportions) were removed a couple of months ago. In addition, discussions
took place with the city municipality and
the district municipality to improve conditions on the Római riverbank. Regarding
this issue, the installation of long-missing
street lighting is a tangible success - this
had been a huge problem for those who
were only able to do sports on the riverbank
in the evenings due to their busy daily routine. The state of neglect on the riverbank
was well illustrated by the horrendous garbage heaps that had accumulated there for
years. At the end of the summer, the compe52

tent authorities finally installed more trash
bins which are emptied more often in the
weekends. Moreover, trash is also collected
from the ground. The ecological recovery of
the riverbank has also begun. Due to the neglect of the past 20 years, many dangerous
and non-indigenous trees will be cut down
and replaced by healthy, indigenous species (alder and Hungarian ash). The fence
of an old popular playground, which used
to pose a hazard for children, has been replaced with a lockable, elevated and secure
one.
It is a tremendous success that negotiations among stakeholder groups - primarily boating houses and water sports associations - have started. Balázs Bús, Mayor
of Budapest’s 3rd District, has promised
stakeholder groups that community planning would take place in autumn. This
has been an important goal for the riverbank-protecting community for years.
The biggest success regarding this issue
is that the threat which has been so imminent in the past two years is gone for the
time being - the trees are still standing. And
the 50-year-old dam that has meant security so far has not been pulled down either.
Community successes have also been
achieved. In the autumn, members of the
community joined forces and appealed
against the environmental permit for the
dam, which was designed as a dike dam
at the time. A Csillaghegy resident, who is
an environmental expert, helped the group
and prepared a simplified data sheet for
laymen, and then trained people how to
fill it out. A fundraising campaign was also
launched for the mini-project, as submitting the appeal cost thousands of forints
per person. Through the campaign they
were able to finance 19 appeal fees. As a re-

sult of the submissions, the permission did
not become effective at that time.
From the community’s point of view,
the emergence of the now well-known,
crowd-funded information newspaper, Hello Római – Lángos1 or Concrete, has been
a huge success. The title also refers to its
content: in addition to the colorful, enjoyable articles, it also contains technical content and opinions. The newspaper is written, photographed, edited and distributed
by volunteer activists and journalists who
belong to the community. Its production
reflects amazing community power, just as
the willingness and ability of about 15 local
resident activists to distribute thousands of
copies in four days’ time.
In the winter, several serious research
projects were conducted on the values of
the floodplain with the involvement of several activists, and a submission was written
about how the group imagined community
functions on the riverbank. The over 100page proposal has been taken over by the
3rd District of Budapest into their own documents!
As many people put at the time, in terms
of events last autumn was rather ‘hot’ as
Római riverbank-related demonstrations
happened on three consecutive weekends.
Two of those events had been negotiated
with civil society groups beforehand. In
the spring, the community held a candidate
forum in the run up to the elections. With
the good weather coming, more programs
were held on the riverbank, including an
activist picnic, a community rowing and a
beach conquering party, which gave stakeholder groups a chance to voice their opinions.
1

Hungarian deep fried flat bread

‘The experience of the past year has
shown that through community
organizing you can indeed achieve
success. You can really fight for a
cause when the locals - those affected
- join their forces. However, the results
do not come overnight, the process
is relatively long. It teaches people
patience, humility and flexibility and
involves many tasks. It also gives you
a sense of belonging to a community.
In an optimally functioning society,
decisions are made with the involvement of people, through consulting
them, and the Római group is fighting
for the same.’
Szilvia

Occupying the Római riverbank.

CIVIL SOCIETY SHEET MUSIC – TILOS CULTURAL ASSOCIATION

Good Neighbors
Civil Society Sheet Music was established as a continuation of the Living
Agora Community Platform within the
framework of the Civic College Foundation’s community organizing grant program. Among its founders are community
leaders, artists and activists. Their goal is
to promote the culture and practices of
neighborhood community organizing.
The group has outlined its mission as
follows: ‘We would like to promote the
co-operation of local groups and communities, and the protection and development of democratic values, through
supporting training courses and actions.’
Most of their self-organizing groups were

formed in deprived areas, but there are
examples of advocacy activities in more
affluent suburban environments due to
the issue of the bypass and infrastructure developments made at the expense of
environmental values. The municipality
keeps ignoring the interests of the population when planning developments and
making city management related decisions. Those affected by these decisions
learn about changes or new concepts late,
if at all. There has been a growing distrust
towards the municipality, causing further
decline in social participation. The group
wanted to reverse this trend.

THE MENTOR SAID:
‘One of the greatest strengths of their past year was the
extent to which the community organizing method and
technique has become the group’s own: the intensive
way they organized work and internal and external
communication, and how they have acquired the skills
needed for field work and addressing practically unknown people.’
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ACHIEVEMENTS
Launching the community planning of
Sztaravodai Park; bringing together
local civil groups.

THE COMMUNITY ORGANIZER:

Balázs Horváth-Kertész

An activist coming from the world of
art, he has been an active member of
the group from the beginning.

Group action for saving the trees on the
riverbank. Photo by Frigyes Major.
THE COMMUNITY:

CIVIL SOCIETY SHEET MUSIC

‘The existence of Civil Society Sheet
Music proves to me that there are
others like me who consider it important to actively participate in shaping
public life. I was able to get to know
fellow Szentendre residents who will
not inactively tolerate that things are
decided without them. They will not
retreat if they run into walls. They are
ready to invest energy in learning and
orientation.”
Balázs

The year started with an interview marathon involving members and key allies,
which was then evaluated by the group. Then, the group’s organizational structure
was modified accordingly. The core of the group consists of 10-12 people who are
linked to four urban neighborhood groups.
Civil Society Sheet Music is a self-development group in which members plan together how to adopt the knowledge and experience coming from different places to
the local conditions. ‘It was in this group that I first got a taste of success achieved
through systematic work. It is an important common experience for us that you can
overcome your learned inertia. Although power tries to convince us of the opposite, it is
actually possible to initiate dialogue and influence decision-making even from the most
excluded and hopeless situation. It is possible to achieve the impossible through joining
forces and drawing public attention.’ (Balázs)
Actions built on the narrower core group has somewhat isolated the group from
the broader community. Therefore, they decided to make the group more accessible
to new members through lower-threshold joint actions and public meetings. Already
during the development of the concept, the training of local leaders started. In this
way, they managed to assign a sufficient number of organizers to perform key tasks.

THE PROGRAM YEAR
Their first major action was speeding up
the community planning of the Sztaravodai Park. The group played a significant
role in achieving that, instead of designating the area as a residential zone, the city
administration began to develop the only
uninterrupted green zone of the
 area for
recreational purposes. In the local context,
a similarly ‘loud’ action was a flashmob to
draw attention to cutting down trees in
the floodplains. They also succeeded in
getting all opposition candidates to sign
their petition.
Responsibly-minded citizens of Szentendre and the surrounding local communities had a chance to learn about election rights and municipal transparency at
events organized by the group. Civil Society Sheet Music has renewed the Public Platform: this public event on public
affairs brings together the key figures of
Szentendre’s public life closer to each other month by month. Negotiations between the groups with the largest mobilizing
power and active public figures have begun. This type of well thought-out strategic
co-ordination is a new phenomenon in
public life and can bring breakthroughs
for self-organizing groups that wish to
improve things.
Encouraged by the opportunity to unite their resources, they began to prepare
a campaign to mobilize the whole town,
one aimed at renovating a road that drives
through town and is in a critical condition.
The group’s ultimate goal - and their
co-ordination efforts and role point into
this direction as well - is to achieve an
ideally functioning local government in
Szentendre that is supported by civil society groups.
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‘Last year, Civil Society Sheet Music
worked in Szentendre along the same
strategy that a community organizer applies in their group. They
generated new activities for which
they recommended their own way of
working.’
Péter Peták

The Sztaravoda Park event.

‘The smooth organization and the raising of relevant problems / solutions is a
prerequisite for arising sympathy. It required great effort, but we managed to
strengthen the group. Many important local leaders and enthusiastic activists
have joined us. Thus, we have increased both the number of more experienced
strategy makers and our membership base consisting of enthusiastic volunteers. All in all, we have much more resources at hand now, including in the area
of obtaining information, contacts and tools for mobilizing, and most importantly, the group is much more conscious and determined.”
Balázs

‘We have named the model we imagined for creating an ideally working
municipality as Glass District. Starting out from the Glass Village program
by Csaba Madarász and the E-Democracy Workshop, we have developed
a model based on transparency and community cooperation. The idea
is to have a civil society coordination group consisting of local residents
be set up behind the local elected representative of a constituency. The
coordination group facilitates the flow of information as the advocates of
a given street, involving the community in shaping public affairs through
contacting members directly. They support the representative, but they
also check their work. The most important issues in the neighborhood are
made visible by a problem map, while progress regarding solutions can be
assessed and reviewed at quarterly monitoring forums. These forums are
organized by a civil society coordination committee consisting of volunteers, who also keep the problem map updated. The mobilization of local
residents would be achieved through street celebrations and joint actions.
The community organizers would help with the development of an organizational culture through counseling and training. In order for the model to
work in a given glass district, many small group activities are needed that
are organized along community contributions regarding some smaller
local issues. Nevertheless, these smaller groups are able to co-operate in
key situations. In this atmosphere, a municipality that has been emptying
out can be recharged with community content.’
Balázs

PÉCS BRANCH OF ‘THE CITY IS FOR ALL’ (AVM PÉCS)

They Have Obtained
All the Data
AVM Pécs was founded three years ago
as a local branch of the Budapest organization. Their main objectives are to protect the interests of people with housing
problems and to renew the city’s housing
policy as well as its social housing system.

The goal for the past program year was
to conduct participatory action research
with users of the care system to assess
the way the system functions, find allies,
and create a social issues roundtable.

Pécs Branch of the City is for All.
THE COMMUNITY:

Pécs Branch of the ‘City is for All’ (AVM Pécs)
In the past year, most of the group members have been replaced by new ones. Basically,
a new group has been built on the traditions of the old one. The group has become much
more active and conscious, with 4 active allies and 5 stakeholders forming its ‘hard core’.

ISSUES WON
Finding allies within the care system;
as a result of the analysis of the
acquired data, the group has become
a recognized expert in the field;
rebuilding the group.

THE COMMUNITY ORGANIZER:

Júlia Konkoly-Thege

THE MENTOR SAID:
‘ They must have become the biggest experts in housing policy in Pécs by now.’
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She is a well-known civil society figure in
Pécs who began to deal with social issues six
years ago. At first she worked for environmental organizations and then at the Hungarian Maltese Charity Service. She joined the
activists of The City is for All three years ago.

THE PROGRAM YEAR
The action research has not been implemented, but the group has gathered a
lot of information about the care system
through questionnaires, interviews, and
freedom of information requests. By making dozens of interviews, they formed a
comprehensive picture of how this system
of institutions functions, even finding allies within it.
A lot of data has been obtained,
partly due to the freedom of information
requests filed the year before. By winter
last year they had obtained all the data
that was available about housing management in Pécs, and they began to focus on
it seriously.
Their expertise became evident in connection with the unfavorable modification
of the May housing decree: when they had
to negotiate in the town hall, it turned out
that they were much more informed than
town hall staff themselves, because they
had not only acquired irrefutable data,
but also compared and analyzed it. As a
result of their action (that also got some
press coverage) and their professional arguments, it seems that the municipality
will not - despite not having withdrawn
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the amendment - evict unauthorized residents, or residents without a contract,
and public utilities will not be shut down
either. Therefore, stakeholders will not
find themselves in a worse position than
before.
The group was active during the electoral campaign as well: they talked to a lot of
people, published 1,000 copies of ‘Lighter’,
a brochure containing an electoral guide,
an electoral dictionary, and a newsletter
with the demands formulated by ‘The City
is for All’. Regardless of the outcome of the
elections, the group celebrated the closing
of the campaign and the work members
had put in it.
The new group members are highly
trained. They have participated in internal
trainings and strategy development activities during a retreat of several days. This
year, their actions were not as spectacular
as in previous years, but they did have a
number of activities that were public: they
took part in the Housing March with a
banner and a speech, and they organized
an awareness-raising action in the city
center. They continue to be central actors
in civil society life in Pécs.

Street action by the Pécs Branch of the City is for All.

‘If somebody clangs two cymbals
together regarding any civil society
topic, then two people from The City
is for All will be there – reliably and
actively.’
Péter Peták

INTERVIEW WITH MÁTÉ VARGA, PRESIDENT OF THE CIVIL COLLEGE
FOUNDATION

‘We are preparing for our own
withdrawal.’
– Among the full-time community organizers included in this publication there are
some who are passing on the baton to one
of the community leaders in their group
next year. Besides winning issues, is this
a community organizing success story as
well?
– Optimally, an organizer always prepares
for their own departure and a few years are
enough for a community to stand on their
own feet. An interim step in this process,
one that can be regarded as a great success, is when a community leader can take
over the tasks within the program, and the
organizer is liberated, so to say. They can
lay the foundations of new groups elsewhere, or can carry and working on a higher level, as happened with five of our community organizers last year: some of them
have become mentors, others have become
national organizers.
The goal is for organizations to become
self-sufficient. Independent operation
means that they can pay for a community
organizer if they need one. This is a very difficult task, as we are mostly talking about
groups that are at a disadvantage in society and are struggling with the most serious problems. Thus, in their case it is much
more difficult to reach a level where they
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consciously deal with fundraising and build
independent support mechanisms.
It is always a pleasure to see when this
support framework is created in whole or
in part. For example, the Szeged group has
developed a complex standalone training
system, and recently new nodes have been
established in Debrecen and Pécs. Hopefully, they will be able to operate, following
last year’s attacks, in a way that they provide such frameworks themselves, look for
advocacy type things, or help them come
to life and then support them by providing
training and funds.
– So they didn’t seek to gain the perpetual
title of leading community organizer?
– We would like community organizing
not to be equated with CCF. We have been
thinking for a long time about how to launch
an independent platform for community organizing, be it in the form of a national association or a system of nodes and hubs, or
something else.
Of course, this does not mean a full exit,
but we are like our community organizers:
we are trying to prepare for our own withdrawal. If standalone platforms are created,
then we will continue to support their work.
Right now we are constantly working on
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creating new and innovative support mechanisms. The aHang (theVoice) campaign
platform, for example, has emerged as an
independent organization from such an initiative. In the long run, we do not want to
have the fate of any initiative depend on us
alone, on whether we can pay for a community organizer or cover campaign costs
locally.
– In the past year, the national organizing
level has appeared in the organization’s operation, and starting this year some of the
community organizers
will be organizing on
the national level as
well. Why is this necessary?
– We have realized
that cooperation cannot create itself, but
we do not want to be
the ones who create it.
Instead, we want to generate the process. The interviews
with the community organizers have
revealed that there is a need for national
level organizing, whereby organizers neither work for their own organization, nor
for CCF, but for our common causes and
the emerging movement. The question for
next year is whether we can make good use
of this demand and assist at the birth of
national level issues that are of interest to
the organizers who are willing to cooperate
on them - and whether we can make real
changes along good strategies. The home
nursing benefit is a precursor to this, and by
no means a result. After all, it is mostly the
success of the organizations involved and
not a result of the strategic cooperation of
community organizers.
We are confident that we can fight together in well-organized national cam-

paigns, whether on LGBT-related issues, infrastructure development, disability rights
advocacy or housing. We continue to stimulate the exchange of experiences, mutual
visits, and the creation of new friendships
through meetings, trainings, international programs and summer universities. We
would like to see this increasingly lead
to the birth of a common mission and the
forming of a community organizing movement.
– Do you have political goals
and ambitions?
– Community organizing
has no political objectives, but power is of
central importance
to it. Community organizing attempts to
make those in power accountable, and
empower communities
to change their fate. Besides well-representable issues, you need a lot of people
to be able to do it, because you just
cannot win issues affecting hundreds of
thousands without a mass base. There are
many issues that fail to interest that many
people in the initial phase, they are not considered crucial, and people are reluctant to
do more about them than they do about anything else. One has to find, in the myriad
of individual interests, the one that can be
raised to the community level and can be
won through garnering widespread public
support.
– Parallel to CCF ‘importing’ community
organizing into Hungary as a method of
making those in power accountable, the
power arena itself has become completely
anti-democratic. How can one achieve results in this environment?
– This atmosphere hinders and helps at the

same time. In a more supportive social environment, it could have been more difficult to
find the right people and the right programs
to do such things. There is now a situation
in which many feel that they have to take
action - and with the tools of community organizing they can do it too. We have a lot of
examples for that already.
Of course, many people are discouraged
or worn out by being attacked in person for
trying to protect and enforce the rights of
those they represent. Yet, it is also true that
anyone who was born for this job knows
that if they are under attack, it means they
do their job well. That said, in such a setting
it is obviously more difficult to get things
done and win campaigns, because most decisions are dependent on the central power.
– Still, you did it in relation to a big issue. In what ways can the success of the
home nursing campaign be attributed to
the community organizing thread?
– In the way stakeholders were mobilized. On the one hand, after some time had
passed we managed to commit or move a
serious group of stakeholders, and working
together with them it became increasingly
obvious what was the common issue that
could bring them together and that could
be won in the long run. On the other hand,
the way the campaign was built up is also
very much related to the concept and tools
of community organizing: we managed to
pair up the issue represented by the stakeholders with widespread social support.
Community organizing is not about being up to confrontation immediately. A
community organizer is happy to have the
community solve the problem through negotiation, but first you have to get to the
negotiating table. Most of the time that is
not an easy task either, but the real art only
comes afterwards: representing your cause
and playing out the game until the end.

Marching from the Ministry of Human
Resources to the Parliament.

The Secret Behind the
Success of the Home
Care Campaign
Recently, civil society organizations achieved
unprecedented success through a campaign
launched by the ‘Let’s Make a Move So They Can
Move On’ Public Association, supported by the
Civil College Foundation, on the aHang (theVoice)
platform.
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As a result of a widespread social movement born in the wake of the Home Care
Campaign, the nursing benefit will be raised
in every category, with some families receiving 70,000 forints more than they do now (a
200% increase). In the past years, no other
social campaign has achieved a result of such
magnitude, improving the lives of tens of
thousands of people.
In October, the government decided to raise

the amount of the nursing benefit paid after
sick children who have to be nursed at home
to 100.000 HUF. For this, they have created a
new category: the pediatric home care benefit paid after children reliant on their parents’
provision of home care. They will continue
raising the amount in the upcoming years as
well, with the goal of having it reach, in three
steps by 2022, the level of the minimum wage.
The nursing benefit will also be increased for

those families where it is paid after a relative
other than children. In such cases, the amount
will be raised by 15% next year, and then it
will be raised by an annual 5% in 2020, 2021
and 2022. In this way, by 2022 those who look
after a relative other than their children, and
are eligible to receive the benefit, will receive
30% more than they do now. Families raising
more than one disabled child will receive one
and a half times the amount.

The five years of general campaigning,
and five months of intensive campaigning
(preceded by years of preparation) have justified that with a well thought-out strategy
stakeholders can be mobilized, and social
solidarity increased. Properly channeling the
power of social cooperation can lead to exerting pressure effectively.

Action in the Parliament building.

How? By what means?
The humiliating situation of disabled people
and the people who look after them is the
shameful debt of the successive Hungarian
governments. For 25 years, stakeholder organizations have been struggling to achieve
equal opportunities in many areas of life
- from transportation to education. We are
talking about such a fundamental problem
that the organization starting the campaign
had to choose a basic sub-target to improve
the situation of people with disabilities that
affects all stakeholders. The previous struggles have made it clear that problems have
to be confronted one by one, which requires
sacrifice and perseverance.
The transformation of the home nursing
benefit appeared to be a simple, legitimate
and enforceable demand when five years ago
the ‘Let’s Make a Move So They Can Move On’
Public Association chose this issue as one that
should be brought to the public’s attention.
Their campaign brought partial successes.
Decision-makers were embarrassed by their
submissions, letters and demonstrations - as
previously those affected had been afraid to
make their voices heard so intensely.
The ‘Let’s Make a Move So They Can Move
On’ Public Association built up themselves
and their issue using community organizing methods: they looked for allies, drew up
a power map and organized actions. From
2016, they have been doing this work with
professional and financial support from the
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Civil College Foundation. That was the time
when Anett Csordás, the president of the
association, joined the rank of CCF’s community organizers. In the previous year, she
studied the American model in Chicago in the
framework of the foundation’s scholarship
program.
‘Let’s Make a Move So They Can Move
On’ and their allies outlined their demands
regarding the transformation of the nursing
benefit in nine points, with the most important message being that nursing for sick relatives at home should be regarded as employment and remunerated with the minimum
wage.
In cooperation with the Fiscal Responsibility Institute, a budget proposal was drawn
up, which also confirmed that family members perform caring for permanently sick
and disabled relatives much cheaper than the
institutions designed to do so, even when the

minimum wage is taken as a basis of calculation. As a result of the cooperation with the
institute, the 2017 Budget Bill was prepared.
As a result of the pressure exerted, in January 2017 the government raised the nursing
benefit by 5% in all categories - but even in
the highest category the amount of the benefit was only 52,800 forints net per month.
In 2018, the campaign reached a new level made possible by the preceding building
activity and the aHang online platform. By
that time, the ‘Let’s Make a Move So They
Can Move On’ Public Association had managed to establish a relationship of trust with
the stakeholders. The latter did not only get
to believe that they should not be ashamed
of their situation and should showcase it instead, but also took on the task - their stories
were the main strength of the campaign.
Since it started in May, the joint campaign
of ‘Let’s Make a Move So They Can Move

On’ Public Association, the ‘We Only Have
a Chance Together’ Group (CSEVE), the Civil College Foundation and aHang has been
followed with unprecedented attention and
support. In a few days’ time, 50 organizations
joined our call and tens of thousands of people signed the petition for having the work of
people caring for a sick relative recognized.
Supported by the media, in the first phase of
the campaign the organizations carried out a
sort of sensitizing campaign: they used personal stories to show what it is like to care for
a disabled relative in today’s Hungary.
For several articles and TV reports, families gave their face and name to present their
lives, allowing dry data to turn into shocking
facts. This was the first time most people
learned about the struggle of caring for a sick
relative 24/7, having to live off a benefit that
amounts to a maximum of 150 Euros.
In the wake of all this, it came to light
that - regarding this issue at least - Hungarian people were not uncompassionate, but
uninformed. The vast majority of people
did not know that in Hungary today, people
who care for their relatives at home 24/7
receive a maximum of 52,800 Hungarian forints (around 160 Euros) in benefit and their
sacrifice does not count as work. In our video featuring five famous men who care for
a severely disabled child for a day, Hungarian Olympic fencer Géza admits: he thought
home care had counted as employment for a
long time already.
The actions, videos and demonstrations of
the campaigning organizations were received
with the utmost attention and sympathy. The
volunteers involved (who were in most cases
directly affected by the issue themselves) collected 5625 paper-based signatures in 210
local communities around Hungary, from
their fellow stakeholders who do not have Internet access due to their situation.
In autumn, the campaign took a new direction. At that point, we wanted to demonstrate

the level of the strong social support acquired,
and to call attention to the fact that we are not
‘only’ talking about the wish of 50,000 people
who care for disabled relatives, but society
as a whole demands change regarding this
issue. According to a representative poll by
Pulzus Resarch, 94% of Hungarian people
think that home care should be recognized
as a job and remunerated accordingly. By that
time, the number of people signing the petition had reached around 50,000.
Then, the country got covered in stickers
with the message ‘Caring for a sick relative is
a job!’ This was preceded by the organizers
asking people during the last demonstration
to express their opinion about the issue with
this small gesture.
In parallel to the above, the campaigning
organizations obtained and published relevant data, proposed draft legislation and
bombarded MPs, ministry workers and decision-makers with letters and appeals. At
the end of the summer the government communicated that they had started negotiating

with the stakeholders, by which they meant
the large government-supported stakeholder organizations. The only thing that leaked
out of those negotiations was that the government was not planning to substantially
raise the nursing benefit. Through the mediation of the media, an awakened society was
getting increasingly loud demanding that
the organizations starting the campaign be
involved in the negotiations and the instant
50,000 forints raise they had requested be
given, followed by a recognition of caring for
a disabled relative as employment.
In October, the wide-spread public support for and awareness of the campaign
prompted decision-makers to take an important step. We see the raise as a huge result, yet
we are carrying on with the campaign as our
final goal is to have the work of everybody
who provides home care for a family member
recognized.
Anna Kertész

The first demonstration.

THE RESULTS OF CIVIL SOCIETY CO-OPERATION AROUND
THE 2018 PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIONS

Should We Become
a Movement?
In recent years we had a chance to observe that a number of initiatives have publicly identified themselves as a movement even though they had a low number of staff
and a low level of organizing, or were just
aroused by the fact that they had managed
to mobilize masses for a demonstration. One
wonders why.
Could it be that the initiators do not think
of themselves as an independent organization, but as part of a prospective collaboration?
Perhaps they want to indicate that they
have a place for those who want to act, and
the word ‘movement’ would be the call to
mobilize the masses?
We would like to think that there is a mixture of these in the background, and the increasing frequency of initiatives identifying
themselves as movements is a harbinger of
civil society’s renewal.
So what does this popular concept cover?
Where is the place of community organizers
in a movement? What is the role of an organization like the Civil College? We also ask our
questions.
Since movements are a tool of major social transformation, a lot of people share
a common vision while they are being organized. If they can formulate their goals
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and express themselves through the use of
common symbols, while communicating
persistently and effectively, they might indeed achieve success. One thing is sure: to
achieve unity you need confidence, and to
act together, you need strong communities.
We feel that the latter is the field of community organizing.
We have been working for years to organize active communities, build alliances,
and strengthen human relationships. Last
autumn, a colleague and I held a community leader training course in Kunbábony. We
were thinking together with people who
are opinion leaders in their communities.
At the end of the three-day training, the participants submitted a petition to us and the
CCF. On the giant sheet of paper certified
with their signatures, they ‘demanded’ us to
bring together all the communities that have
ever participated in our training courses. (Of
course, the whole village would have to be
rented out for such a venture, as thousands
of people have turned up at our courses during the years.)
These people saw what has been clear to
us for some time: namely, that the groups
under CCF’s umbrella are strong, dynamic
communities that can advocate their interests in local public life.
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So we felt it was time for organizing the
year 2018 around the common action of
groups working on different issues. It has
to be noted that the quarterly community
organizing meetings, as well as the training
courses and summer universities, had been
the backbone of supporting broader community collaboration, with new cooperation
schemes initiated as a result. This year, however, we wanted more.
The 2018 parliamentary elections were
coming, and the task presented itself. We have
to represent the issues affecting communities towards candidates, and we also need
to involve voters so that they cast their vote
as informed as possible. Our communities
convened electoral forums around the country, submitting their questions to the candidates, representing the issues important for
them in public, mobilizing voters to vote, and
addressing election fraud. To support this
work, we organized public discussions and
trainings with Political Capital, the HCLU and
the School of Public Life. We also created an
information website where we evaluated party programs and provided
ideas for action.
Naturally, the political
setting has impeded
our work as well, for
example through defamation campaigns
and limited access to
the press, or by having the representatives of the governing
party exclusively talk
to their own voters, boycotting any sort of social
debate.
In March, we intensified electoral mobilization through a campaign week
involving further organizations and communities. More than 50 communities and
organizations got involved in over 20 local

communities, as a result of which we managed to reach about 26,000 people offline
and online.
We were aware that our resources would
not allow us to work even more efficiently,
but we planned for several years. Regarding
collective action, we consider it a success
that being active around the elections is no
longer a taboo, but a tool for the work done
by communities.
We also took the demands formulated in
the petition seriously. In mid-summer we
organized the first National Meeting Community Organizers, which was attended by
nearly 100 participants. We evaluated the
situation, made connections, and were reinforced to continue our journey together.
As a result of our joint work, we have succeeded in showing that citizen communities
(including civil society organizations) can
indeed voice their opinion in public about
the candidates who represent them, as well
as their programs. We have also managed
to make progress in terms of the ‘Civil society does not engage in politics’ type
of misunderstanding: being active in public life - including
commenting and shaping
political decisions - is a
community task. We
think that the (re-)
emergence of a demand for movement
organization is a
good fit with this image of the politically
conscious citizen who
takes an active part in
public life.
What is certain is that if
we want to live in a dialogue-based
society, we need hundreds of communities
who are involved in local public life, and
hundreds of people who facilitate this process as community organizers.

INTERVIEW WITH ZSUZSANNA MÉSZÁROS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE
CIVIL COLLEGE FOUNDATION AND CHAIRWOMAN OF THE KUNBÁBONY TEN
COMMUNITY COOPERATIVE

Kunbábony, Where It’s All
About the Community
– What does Kunbábony mean to the
communities and community organizers participating in the program?
– I would like to start by making clear what
‘Kunbábony’ is and what participants
do there. Since the Civil College Foundation has its own training center, it is just
natural that the communities involved in
the Foundation’s development processes
should come here to learn. Here, the Foundation has created conditions that enable
community workers - be they local activists or professionals - to get together and
out of their daily work, to learn from each
other and from trained professionals and
teachers. This is a liberating opportunity.
In the lives of program participants
Kunbábony means the same as in the life
of the Civil College: they have a community venue, a meeting point. Just like in the
past 20 years, the meetings of community development/organizing programs are
underway right now, and the training of
community leaders is being performed
here as well. The leaders are invited from
their own local community by the community organizers. These are important
events in their professional careers, as
here they can meet people from different
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parts of the country who have very similar
problems. People working for their community in Pécs or Mátészalka can find a
common agenda here.
– What can a visitor expect to experience in Kunbábony?
– Kunbábony is a small rural community
where the foundation had an old school
building converted into what is the Civil College today. In addition to providing
comfortable accommodation with a kitchen, a dining room and a common room
for over 20 people, the huge garden also
provides many opportunities - as we originally intended, or dreamed, based on the
functions planned. The foundation established the training center 21 years ago to
condense and pass on community work
related knowledge. This is the reason why
the whole place is of human dimensions
and natural in design.
Anyone who comes here as a stranger
will enjoy themselves in this inclusive environment, which is so much more than
just simple accommodation. The atmosphere and the environment are purely inspiring. They suggest to you that you are
not alone with your problem, and that we
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can find a solution together. As far as running the
place is concerned, 21
years ago it didn’t
function exactly as
it does today, but it
has always had this
communal spirit to
it. Now the house is
run by a co-operative, so it is a community that caters for those
who perform community
work. I think this also adds a
little extra energy: they see what a community can do if it functions well.
– An important element of having a
communal spirit and being close to nature is running the house and its surroundings in a sustainable way. What
does that cover exactly?
– Sustainability is not just an economic or
environmental issue for us. We keep emphasizing that having a community run the
place is the key to sustainability. There are
also many opportunities coming from the
environmental characteristics. We can present how to protect our environment and
make it sustainable in the long run. These
are quite simple things like selective waste
collection, the summer shower units in the
garden, the outdoor cooking facility, a chemical-free garden, and the fact that we recycle
everything. We have built our greenhouse,
for example, out of the building’s old windows. All of these can be inspirational for
our visitors, and they call their attention to
the fact that everyone can do something for
sustainability in accordance with the characteristics of their environment.

– Is Kunbábony known
in the civil sphere as a
cultic place?
– In the past 21
years, many volunteers and professionals
working
in the civil sphere
have visited here. It
has received minimal
national press attention, however. People
learnt from elsewhere that
Kunbábony existed: word of it
spread from mouth to mouth within
the civil sector. One base for this was the
Community Support Network, which had
a community development professional member from each county, and then
more and more people started coming
from the growing network of community

organizers, from an increasing number
of places. Many of these people have kept
returning, bringing the members of their
communities with them. With the summer
universities included, thousands of people
have visited here in the past two decades.
If someone in the civil sphere hears the
name ‘Kunbábony,’ they will know what is
going on there.
– If you had to describe Kunbábony to a
person who has never heard of it, what
would be the three sentences you’d
use?
– This is open community space where it’s
all about the community. Those who come
here come from a community which they
work for, and what they learn here is also
about communities. The place itself has a
communal spirit to it that permeates both
the physical space and the content. A place
Summer University.

Summer University.
which is close to nature and is cozy and
friendly. You don’t have to feel uncomfortable here, it’s an open and inclusive place.
– What’s the secret of the biggest Kunbábony event, the Summer University?
– The Summer University was originally
launched by the Hungarian Association for
Community Development, and then the
International Summer University, which
is coordinated by the Civil College Foundation, was started. The Summer University
of Community Organizers, their summer
meeting, was started last year - so we don’t
just talk about one summer university,
but about community events that attract
hundreds of people with similar interests.
They meet and share their experiences,
dilemmas and knowledge. These meetings
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have a very special atmosphere, because
besides providing an opportunity to learn,
they happen in an environment in which a
lot of new friendships are made. This environment gives people who live far away
from each other, but have a similar way of
thinking, the opportunity to meet.
– Where is Kunbábony going now in
terms of long-term development?
– In recent years, the revenue of CSOs
has decreased drastically, so they have
less money to delegate their members to
attend training courses. There are fewer
training events, whereas the infrastructure should be used. Our main area of ac
tivity remains community training, but the
recreational elements to be introduced
soon will also have community aspects.
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